49 FATAL CROSS (Two hand attempted low grab or push)
1. While standing naturally and with opponent attempting to grab or push, execute double crane clears (like
"Hooking Wings") and then step forward right to a right neutral bow stance as you strike the opponent's floating
ribs with double middle knuckle fists.
2. This causes him to bend down into double backknuckle strikes to the temple followed by double eye pokes to his
eyes, (in this case your right hand is on top to prepare for moves that are to follow).
3. With your hands still crossed drop them down to check his shoulders, step through with a left knee kick to his
groin, followed by a right step through knee kick to his solar plexus, plant down right.
4. Grab the opponent's left shoulder with your left hand and turn him around clockwise as your right hand grabs and
assists in the process by holding his chin, step back right (After he has stopped turning) and pull your opponent
back into a right knee to the spine, plant down and then left knee up to his kidney.
5. With your left still in the air deliver a left side thrust kick to the back of the right knee of the opponent.
6. Left front crossover and double cover out to 6:00 o'clock.
NOTES:

50 BLINDING SACRIFICE (Front two hand choke or grab attempt)
1. With feet together and opponent attempting to choke or grab you from the front ( 12 o'clock) step forward with
your right foot to 12 o'clock into a right neutral bow as both of your arms thrust forward and to inside of
opponent's arms, first to attempt twin pokes to opponent's eyes and continuing as two outward open hand chops to
inside of opponent's forearms (your right hand to your opponent's left forearm and your left hand to your
opponent's right forearm) and without loss of motion, circle down to opponent's groin, grabbing the testicles with
both of your hands. (At this point have your body up close to your opponent's body, acting as a body jam.)
2. From the testicles execute two outward circular inward hooking back knuckle rakes to both kidneys of
opponent (your right back knuckle striking to opponent's left kidney and your left back knuckle striking
to opponent's right kidney).
This move is executed and timed as you shuffle back (push drag) into
a right 45 degree cat stance while having both of your arms travel horizontally and into two vertical
outward blocks (left outward and right outward) as a checking measure.
3. Immediately shuffle in as the fingers of both of your hands flick to opponent's eyes followed by twin thumb
scoops to opponent's eyes.
4. From eyes have both of your hands slap down on opponent's shoulders and travel down arms of opponent,
catching and grabbing opponent's arms at the wrists to pull opponent down.
5. Immediately re-circle the arms up, over, and in so that you strike your opponent's temples (or mastoid) with
both of your inverted back knuckles (with your right back knuckle striking to opponent's left temple (or
mastoid) and your left back knuckle striking to opponent's right temple ( or mastoid).
6. With both of your elbows raised, drop them down and in toward each other thus striking and sandwiching
opponent's jaws (with your right inside elbow striking to opponent's left jaw and your left inside elbow striking to
opponent's right jaw).
7. Grab back of opponent's head with both of your hands and push down as your right knee kicks up and smashes
opponent's face.
8. From your right knee kick have your right foot stomp to opponent's right instep.
9. Right front crossover and cover out twice toward 6 o'clock.
NOTES:

51 GLANCING SPEAR (Front direct left wrist grab)
1. With feet together and opponent's right hand grabbing your left wrist, step back with your right foot (into a left
neutral bow) to 6 o'clock as your right hand goes under your own left wrist and grabs (palm out) opponent's right
wrist.
2. Immediately shift into a left reverse bow as your right hand, which is still maintaining the grab, pulls your
opponent down and toward you toward the direction of 6 o'clock.
3. Shift to a left neutral bow as your left inward elbow strikes to opponent's right ribcage (the palm of your left arm
should be facing the ground). Have your right hand continue to grab so as to control your opponent, pulling
opponent's arm past you.
4. Have your right hand release the grasp and have the heel of palm of the same hand strike to opponent's forearm
and in a glancing, dipping motion strike to opponent's eyes with the finger tips of the same hand.
5. Immediately sweep opponent's right foot with your left foot while executing a left front crossover while moving
toward 5 o'clock.
6. Pivot out of twist stance (clockwise) and right stiff leg sweep to back of opponent's legs to drop opponent, ending
up in a wide left front twist stance toward 12 o'clock.
7. Without losing momentum have right sweeping leg immediately turn into a right downward roundhouse kick to
opponent's head toward 12 o'clock.
8. Right front crossover and cover out twice toward 6 o'clock.
NOTES:

52 BOW OF COMPULSION (Front wrist lock -- against chest)
1.

2.

3.
4.
NOTES:

With opponent pinning your right hand against his chest and with your feet parallel to each other, step forward (to
12 o'clock with your' right foot (right neutral bow) and use a right vertical elbow strike down to opponent's ,solar
plexus or groin, depending on the height of the opponent, as your left hand checks diagonally across opponent's
hands.
With your left hand still guarding diagonally, drop down into a right wide-'kneel (keeping your back erect) as you
drop your right hand down, raking opponent's testicles with a right heel palm claw and immediately following up
with a right underhand reverse hand sword to opponent's groin.
Immediately deliver a right hanging back fist to opponent's left inner knee followed with a right inner hooking
knuckle punch to opponent's right inner knee.
Cross your right foot in front of your left leg while you're still kneeling and get up as you cover out to 7 o'clock.

